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This work  has its origins in Op.10 Nos. 10 and 11 and is one of amazing complexity,
generated from a very simple motif  – an interval  and single note – then subjected to
a wide variety of tone colours, all  requiring a very different  kind of touch. There are
two independent  melodic lines – one in each hand  and  both  of  which are clearly
heard  in the opening section. Chopin’s genius in this work  lies not  only in taking a
simple  motif  and  subjecting  it  to  a  series  of  variations,  but  also  in  the
transformation  of  this  motif  into  musical  substance  of  unsurpassed  beauty
throughout  the central  section.

The etude divides easily into three sections – bars 1-44, 45-97 and 98-144 – and you
should learn and perfect this opening section first. The basic motif  is presented first
as dotted separate groups of two (bars 1-20), then even groups of two with off-beat
acciaccatura in the bass (bars 21-28), followed by  legato soprano  where the alto
acciaccatura must  be played  on  the beat  (bars  29-36)  – note also in  this third
variation that  Chopin reverses the motif  – concluding with full  legato in both hands
and modulation to the dominant  (B major)  in preparation for  the E major  central
section. 



But  it  is in the central  section (bars 45-97) that  one sees the full  revelation of  the
transformation  of  pianistic effect  – the basic motif  – into musical  substance.  The
motif  is extended  first  into groups of  three,  then  into groups of  four  played  off
against  the tenor  line melody in the left hand, which itself  has been carried across
from the first  section. Notice also in this section how Chopin changes the phrasing in
the right-hand  figuration  (bars 73-76) in order  to heighten  the emotional  tension
before the second transformation into semiquaver  section. Unlike most  of  the fi rst
section,  this must  be played full  legato with pedal  where marked.  Notice also the
similari ty  of this central  section with Op.25 No.1 – the right  hand figuration in this
central  section must,  for  the most  part,  be a sort  of  structural  embroidery  that
supports the left-hand cantabile line. You will requi re a very light  touch in the right
hand  for  this section;  learn  the figuration  at  half-speed and  pianissimo, ensuring
that  the left hand melody is given full prominence.

The final  section of  this work  appears to be a restatement  of  the original  motif,
followed by a very  subtle transi tion into the coda starting at  bar  109, leading to a
very ostentatious preparation for the structural  dominant  on the last of the three big
cadences, which themselves are spread  over  6 octaves;  note also how they echo the
transi tion between the opening and middle sections. But  notice also how additional
notes  have  been  inserted  into  the  figuration,  along  with  almost  independent
phrasing for  the right  and left hand melodic lines. What  you have, in effect, is the
compression  or  reduction  of  the central  section’ s three-tiered  structure  into  the
confines of the initial  motif  – the motif  itself has been transformed from an interval
and a single note into a cadence and a single note. This closing section is very typical
of Chopin’s mature works where he brings back  the original  theme as a finale, but
very much compressed and with much greater  articulation and plasticity in terms of
phrasing. Probably the easiest way to think  of it is that  every technique perfected in
the previous sections are brought  together  with  sole purpose of  magnifying  the
inherent  bril liance that  can exist  within  the terms of  a very  simple figuration  or
motif.

It is only by paying very close attention to this sort  of detail  that  one can learn to
play these works. This étude is a supreme example of how not only each hand must
operate independently, but  in the final  section, each finger must do so to in order  for
the full  beauty of the work to be heard. Once again, it is as much a mind exercise as
a finger exercise.


